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Georgia College & State University 
College of Health Sciences 

Philosophy, Policy, & Procedures for Faculty Performance Appraisal 
 

PURPOSE 
 
The purpose of this document is to provide college-level guidelines to assist individual faculty in 
applying for tenure and/or promotion. It provides an overview of the philosophy guiding 
performance appraisal of COHS faculty members, a review of the processes, delineating criteria, 
and offers evidence and practical recommendations for the development of compelling portfolios 
for tenure and promotion in one of the practice disciplines of the College. Links to supporting 
documents offer additional detail. This document should be revised on a regular basis in order to 
keep the College of Health Sciences in line with university and system-wide developments, as 
well as changes in practices and knowledge of Health Sciences disciplines. 
 

• Section I provides an overview of the way in which promotion and tenure are 
conceptualized for the practice disciplines of the College of Health Sciences. This section 
includes the following sub-sections:  

o The Context for Promotion and Tenure at GCSU: frames the processes of 
promotion and tenure within the vision statements for the University System of 
Georgia, GCSU, and the College of Health Sciences.  

o Definitions of Superior Teaching, Scholarship and Professional Development, 
and Service: definitions that reflect the Boyer model of scholarship  

o Critical Components of Superior Teaching, Scholarship and Professional 
Development, and Service: those components believed to be critical in 
demonstrating those qualities of teaching, scholarship, and service deserving of 
promotion and tenure. This section also includes Examples of Evaluative 
Evidence to demonstrate each critical element in a faculty portfolio.  

o Critical Components for Professorial Ranks When Considering Promotion 
Materials: a matrix tracing the critical components across professorial ranks   

• Section II guides health sciences faculty through the policies and procedures for applying 
for promotion and/or tenure at GCSU. 
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SECTION I 
 
The Context for Promotion and Tenure at GCSU  
The processes of applying for tenure and promotion are career-defining moments for faculty. 
Portfolios prepared for Promotion and Tenure applications clarify professional development and 
document the academic paths of the faculty member. These milestones in the professional 
journey of the faculty members are opportunities to reflect and synthesize the value of their 
contributions to GCSU through Superior Teaching, Scholarship and Professional Development, 
and Service.  
 
To help guide understanding of the processes of promotion and tenure, it is instructive to 
remember that what drives our efforts at Georgia College, is defined by the University System of 
Georgia Board of Regents as core characteristics of state universities: 

• a commitment to excellence and to being responsive to the needs of the state and region;  
• a commitment to a teaching/learning environment that exists in and out of the classroom;  
• a high quality general education program;  
• a commitment to public service; and  
• a commitment to scholarly and creative work to enhance instructional effectiveness and 

to encourage faculty scholarly pursuits 
(http://www.usg.edu/inst/mission/stateuniv.phtml).  

 
The USG core characteristics are translated into the GCSU unique vision as a public, liberal arts 
university where faculty are “dedicated to challenging students and fostering excellence in the 
classroom and beyond,” as well as being “committed to community service and are creatively 
engaged in their fields of specialization” (http://www.gcsu.edu/about/missionstatement.html).  
 
The College of Health Sciences' mission further aligns with the GCSU vision and the USG core 
characteristics of state universities in noting that its graduates “emerge with a comprehensive 
world view that promotes leadership, initiative, accountability, stewardship and a moral and 
ethical respect for others to effect change in a dynamic society.” Faculty members representing 
the practice disciplines within the College of Health Sciences are said to be dedicated to:  

• fostering student learning through superior teaching;  
• discovering and disseminating knowledge through scholarship and continued professional 

development; and  
• engaging in service to the institution, profession, & community.  

 
Tenure 
Length of service at GCSU is considered in determining if a faculty member can be considered 
for tenure. Tenure may be recommended upon completion of a probationary period of at least 
five complete years of full-time service at the rank of assistant professor or higher. According to 
the USG, tenure shall be based on (1) superior teaching, (2) outstanding service to the institution, 
(3) academic achievement, and (4) growth and development. Noteworthy achievement is 
expected in superior teaching and at least one other area. An award of tenure not only requires 
excellence in performance but a promise of continued excellence in teaching, research, and 
service. Tenured faculty members are expected to maintain standards of professional 
performance and to lead by professional example, in all cases being subject to annual evaluations 
and post-tenure review 
(http://info.gcsu.edu/intranet/handbooks/academic_affairs/aahandbook/3080523.html).  
 

http://www.usg.edu/inst/mission/stateuniv.phtml
http://www.gcsu.edu/about/missionstatement.html
http://info.gcsu.edu/intranet/handbooks/academic_affairs/aahandbook/3080523.html
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Promotion  
Recognized faculty ranks at GCSU are Instructor, Lecturer and Senior Lecturer, Assistant 
Professor, Associate Professor, and Professor. Promotions to the rank of Associate and Full 
Professor require a terminal degree or equivalent. Promotion to a specific rank is dependent on 
length of service at GCSU, as follows:  
 

For promotion to:  Minimum service in rank:  

Assistant Professor  3 years in Instructor rank  

Associate Professor  4 years as Assistant Professor  

Professor  5 years as Associate Professor  

 
Neither the terminal degree nor longevity of service is a guarantee, per se, of promotion. Criteria 
for promotion to all professorial ranks include at a minimum: (1) superior teaching, (2) 
outstanding service to the institution, (3) academic achievement, and (4) professional growth and 
development. Noteworthy achievement in all four need not be demanded, but should be expected 
in at least two, one of which is superior teaching (see complete university policy at 
http://info.gcsu.edu/intranet/handbooks/academic_affairs/aahandbook/3080524.html).  
 
Definitions of Teaching, Scholarship and Professional Development, and Service  
Due to the professional nature of the College of Health Sciences, the categories of academic 
achievement and professional growth and development are combined into a single category 
called “Scholarship and Professional Development” for both tenure and promotion within the 
College of Health Sciences.  
 
Superior Teaching 
As an institution with a liberal arts mission, GCSU values teaching above all other faculty 
accomplishments to the extent that it is a primary and constant consideration in all personnel 
decisions related to faculty. Superior teaching reflects the art and science of helping students to 
learn that extends beyond the classroom to include all faculty-student engagement.  Superior 
teaching involves careful planning, continual examination, and learner-centered assessment. It 
makes use of innovative measures that provide high levels of academic challenge, opportunities 
for active and collaborative learning, interaction between students and faculty, educationally 
enriching experiences, and a supportive campus environment (Kuh, 2001).    
   
Within the College of Health Sciences, intradisciplinary and transdisciplinary interactions and 
collaboration are the norm as aggregates of faculty make decisions to affect unit operations, 
program curricula, program evaluation, and in some cases curriculum delivery. An attitude of 
professionalism and collegial behaviors--such that one has a reputation as a “good citizen” of the 
unit, college, university and profession--can be critical to effective collaboration. Professional 
collaboration and collegiality are modeled through establishing relationships that promote a 
positive work environment, sharing expert knowledge through mentoring/supporting peers 
and/or students; advocating for programs, unit, and college; and increasing visibility of COHS 
programs in a positive manner. As such, there is a place in the evaluation of teaching to address 
evidence of professional collaboration and collegiality. 
 
 

http://info.gcsu.edu/intranet/handbooks/academic_affairs/aahandbook/3080524.html
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Scholarship & Professional Development 
Due to the nature of the profession, faculty members must constantly update their knowledge of 
best practices in their field, identify new knowledge generated in their disciplines, and take 
advantage of appropriate professional development opportunities. The work of being a faculty 
member involves constantly recreating ourselves by integrating new knowledge and practices 
into our teaching, service and scholarship. 
 
The traditional concept of research as scholarship is too constrictive to represent the wide range 
of scholarship that characterizes practice disciplines. Thus, the model of scholarship proposed by 
Ernest Boyer (1990) is used to guide decisions about promotion and tenure within the College of 
Health Sciences at GCSU. Consistent with Boyer’s concept of what should count as scholarship, 
faculty efforts must include some product, peer-reviewed, and publicly presented in some 
scholarly forum.  
 
In concert with Boyer’s conceptualization, we believe that scholarship in its four forms - 
discovery, application, integration, and teaching - embraces the collective talents of our faculty 
as they engage in rigorous academic processes with the intent to shape and understand all aspects 
of holistic health.  Scholarship and professional development are defined for our purposes as 
creative intellectual work that is disseminated and professionally reviewed, and activities that 
lead to maintenance or improvement of credentials.    

 
The Scholarship of Discovery refers to a process of meticulous and thorough 
inquiry with which faculty engage intentionally to validate and refine existing 
knowledge and/or to generate new knowledge. Systematic inquiry within the 
quantitative and qualitative research paradigms is used to contribute to the 
disciplines. All discovery begins with an element of intellectual curiosity. 
Further, a spirit of inquiry lends to critiquing the current evidence base and 
applying best practices to teaching, evaluation, program development, and 
practice.  
 
The Scholarship of Application refers to an integrated and reflective interaction 
of current knowledge of theory and practice in the respective discipline so that 
new understandings can occur. Engaging in practice enables faculty to test 
theory for goodness of fit and usefulness in improving practice itself and the 
outcomes for patients/clients/families/groups/ communities we serve. 
Opportunities to apply theory and research to practice abound and include both 
direct care experiences as well as consultation.  
 
The Scholarship of Integration relates to the synthesis of knowledge that 
incorporates and promotes interdisciplinary collaboration in making meaningful 
connections and synthesis across disciplines, and seeking broader insights 
through multiple perspectives.  
 
The Scholarship of Teaching & Learning refers to the evolving pedagogical 
process that is carefully planned and continually examined and revised. This 
scholarship involves a systematic inquiry into the teaching-learning process, 
examines how learning occurs, and facilitates adjustments to methods to assure 
that learning is sustained.  
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Beyond these four forms of scholarship, we believe in the importance of faculty continuing their 
own professional development. Professional development includes those activities that 
strengthen teaching, scholarship, or service, and can be documented.  
 
Service 
Universities function in various contexts, and faculty members serve in different roles in these 
contexts. Service includes those activities, other than teaching and research, which contribute to 
the daily operation of the University, as well as those which contribute to health sciences 
professions, publicize the programs of the College, enhance the reputation of GCSU, and 
contribute to the health and well-being of the public. Thus, “service” includes functions that 
benefit various constituencies, including the institution, the profession, and the community.  

 
Service to the institution includes activities such as academic advising and 
serving on committees, task forces, commissions, governance, and other groups 
that contribute to the daily operation of GCSU, the College of Health Sciences, 
and the departments (and special programs) within the College. It also includes 
serving at campus events which publicize the University and the College.  
 
Service to the profession includes activities that contribute to the health sciences 
professions, such as being active in professional organizations, convening 
conferences, assuming leadership roles, participation in accreditation activities, 
providing continuing education activities to professionals.  
 
Service as a professional benefits the community, and is related directly to the 
faculty member’s area of expertise. Service as a citizen also benefits the 
community, but does not flow directly from the faculty’s specific skills. For 
example, a nurse providing health education at local colleges would be doing 
“service as a professional.” The same person serving on a zoning committee in 
local government would be doing “service as a citizen.” While GCSU values all 
types of service, service as a professional garners more weight in terms of 
faculty contribution than service as a citizen.  

 
Critical Components of Superior Teaching, Scholarship and Professional 
Development, and Service  
 
When faculty members apply for tenure or promotion, they are evaluated on Superior Teaching, 
Scholarship and Professional Development, and Service. Given that the primary role of GCSU is 
teaching, it is expected that all of the critical components of superior teaching are met. Evidence 
of noteworthy achievement in either scholarship or service is also an expectation, with evidence 
of achievement in the remaining category.  
 
A description of both required evidence and suggested evidence for a faculty member to 
provide in the tenure or promotion portfolio is listed below: 
   
Required evidence: the Chairperson evaluation from the annual individual faculty report for all 
years under the period of review  
 
Suggested evidence: Individual faculty will not be expected to provide all types of possible 
evidence listed for the areas of superior teaching, scholarship and service. Neither is the list of 
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examples provided exhaustive. Certain activities may fit under more than one of the three areas 
or under multiple critical components of a specific area. In such cases, it is the faculty members' 
task to explain this throughout their application materials. Faculty members will use the evidence 
to craft a narrative that makes the argument addressing the critical components. The following 
tables outline the critical components of each of these areas and provide suggested evidence that 
may be used to support the application. 
 
Critical Components of Superior Teaching 
The purpose of teaching is to improve/impact learning. The evidence presented should be used to 
indicate that teaching has positively impacted student learning in the cognitive, affective, and/or 
psychomotor domains.   
 

Critical Components  Evidentiary Support  

1.1 Demonstrate professionalism and 
collegiality such that one has a reputation as a 
"good citizen" of the unit, college, and 
university.  

Private communications  
• Emails;  
• Cards;  
• Letters of support from peers, colleagues, current or 

former students and/or alumni (letters from current 
students must be unsolicited);  

• External letters of commendation.  
Public communications & recognitions  

• Caught in the Act of Caring;  
• Informal presentations (CETL, lunch and learns, and 

brown bags);  
• Media exposure (radio, web, TV, newsletter, 

newspaper);  
• Communication with individuals or agencies 

advocating for students, unit, and/or college.  

1.2 Develops course materials and pre-course 
planning documents that demonstrate effective 
planning and develops measures to assess 
instructional design and implementation.  

Teaching Philosophy   
• Succinct documentation of teaching philosophy and 

its relationship to course development.  
Course Documents  

• Syllabi that reflect learning outcomes, methods, and 
delivery system;  

• Course evaluations with self-reflection and proposed 
revisions;  

• Minutes from team, unit, or college meetings related 
to course planning or redesign;  

• Clinical or field-based arrangements for an individual 
course to include contracts;  

• Formative and summative assessments to include the 
analysis of data and proposed changes;  

• Awards for teaching excellence;  
• Copies and analysis of official student opinion 

surveys and other assessment surveys;  
• Peer review of course and teaching methods, 

including CETL course assessments;  
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• Department Chairperson Evaluation;  
• New course proposals.  

1.3 Demonstrates responsiveness to learner 
needs through reflective innovation in course 
delivery methods.  

Use of teaching methods or course (student) products that 
incorporate innovative strategies such as:  

• Active Learning;  
• Collaborative Learning;  
• Case Study;  
• Integrative Learning;  
• Simulation;  
• Service Learning;  
• Concept maps;  
• Technology Infusion;  
• Classroom Assessment;  
• Internationalization of learning.  

1.4 Engage in curriculum or program planning 
design, revision and/or program evaluation to 
reflect current trends in evidence-based 
educational practice or accreditation 
requirements.  

Curriculum or program design, revision and/or 
evaluation, including:  

• Curriculum Content Mapping to Program or National 
Standards;  

• Documentation of active participation on 
curriculum, evaluation, or assessment committee;  

• Documentation of course revisions based on student 
feedback and outcomes;  

• Participation in elements of program evaluation or 
self- study.  
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Critical Components of Scholarship and Professional Development 
Scholarly and creative activities must include some tangible product, be peer reviewed, and be 
publicly presented in some scholarly forum.  Professional development includes those activities 
that strengthen teaching, scholarship or service and can be documented.  
 

Critical Component  Evidentiary Support  

2.1 Development and dissemination of 
knowledge through any of Boyer's four forms of 
scholarship. Knowledge may take the form of 
empirical, historical, basic, applied, conceptual, 
theoretical, or philosophical scholarship.  

Peer reviewed or edited work such as:  
• Authored or edited books;  
• Book chapters;  
• Journal articles;  
• Monographs.  

Reviewed or invited presentations such as:  
• Invited keynotes;  
• Posters or oral presentations at professional 

conferences;  
• Public lectures.  

Grants for research projects.  

2.2 Development and dissemination of creative 
designs or activities  

Peer-reviewed, edited, juried or invited creative works such 
as:  

• Performances or presentations at professional 
conferences;  

• Juried exhibits;  
• Choreography;  
• Compositions.  

Grants for creative activities.  

2.3 Review or editing of scholarly work and 
professional consulting  

Reviews or editing of scholarly or creative works such as:  
• Written reviews of books or creative activities;  
• Service as editor or peer reviewer of professional 

journal and conference presentations;  
• Mentorship of student research;  
• Summary or communication 

documenting consultation contribution.  

2.4 Acquisition and maintenance of professional 
credentials and training  

Acquisition and maintenance of professional credentials and 
training such as:  

• Professional degrees or certificates renewed or 
earned;  

• Completion of training advancing teaching, 
scholarship or service.     
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Critical Components of Service 
Supporting documents for service should include not only membership in a given organization, 
but should indicate active engagement, commitment, and overall impact of service.  
 

Critical Component  Evidentiary Support  

3.1 Service to the Institution or the University 
System of Georgia  

Participation or formal leadership in governance of the unit, 
college, university, or system; examples may include  

• Committees;  
• Task forces;  
• Commissions;  
• Councils.  

Involvement in campus programs of limited duration; 
examples may include  

• Circle leader;  
• Recognition ceremonies;  
• Research conferences;  
• Trainings.  

Mentoring faculty peers or student organizations.  
Effective academic advisement. 

3.2 Service to the Profession  Involvement in professional organizations; examples may 
include  

• Committee membership;  
• Leadership roles;  
• Board of directors;  
• Task forces;  
• Conference convener, etc.  

Mentoring or providing support to professional peers.  
Management of external accreditation reviews.  

3.3 Service to the Community (as a professional 
or a *citizen) 

Involvement in community non-profit organizations or 
governmental agencies, calling on the individual's 
professional expertise  

• Committee membership;  
• Leadership roles;  
• Board of directors;  
• Task forces.  

Leadership in professional organizations in service to the 
community.  
Delivery of direct care/educational services to communities.  
Involvement in community service as a citizen, not directly 
related to the individual's professional expertise.  

* Please note the "citizen" service receives less weight than as a professional
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Critical Components for Professorial Ranks When Considering Promotion Materials  
To receive tenure, faculty provide evidence of noteworthy achievement at their current rank for 
Teaching and either Scholarship or Service, with evidence of achievement in the remaining 
category.   To receive promotion, faculty provide evidence of noteworthy achievement at the 
rank sought for Teaching and either Scholarship or Service, with evidence of achievement in the 
remaining category. 
 

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR  ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR  PROFESSOR  

1. Superior Teaching:  

An assistant professor demonstrates 
superior teaching resulting in 
learning, evidenced by positive 
documented changes in learners' 
growth in cognitive/ psychomotor/ 
affective domains. This must be 
demonstrated in all of the following 
criteria:  

An associate professor demonstrates 
consistent superior teaching resulting 
in learning evidenced by positive 
documented changes in learners' 
growth in cognitive/ psychomotor/ 
affective domains. This must be 
demonstrated in all of the following 
criteria:  

A (full) professor demonstrates consistent 
long-term record of superior teaching 
resulting in learning evidenced by 
positive documented changes in learners' 
growth in cognitive/ psychomotor/ 
affective domains. This must be 
demonstrated in all of the following 
criteria:  

1.1 Demonstrates developing 
professionalism and collegiality 
through private and public 
communications from a variety of 
stakeholders.  

1.1 Demonstrates consistent 
professionalism and collegiality 
through private and public 
communications from a variety of 
stakeholders.  

1.1 Demonstrates long-term record of 
professionalism and collegiality through 
private and public communications from 
a variety of stakeholders.  

1.2 Demonstrates development 
of course materials and pre-course 
planning documents that reflects 
effective planning and assessment of 
instructional design and 
implementation.  

1.2 Demonstrate consistent 
development of course materials and 
pre-course planning documents that 
demonstrate effective planning and 
assessment of instructional design and 
implementation.  

1.2 Demonstrate long-term record of 
consistent development of course 
materials and pre-course planning 
documents that demonstrate effective 
planning and assessment of instructional 
design and implementation.  Examples of 
leadership should also be evident in this 
area.  

1.3 Demonstrates innovation in 
instructional design and delivery that 
results in improved learning.  

1.3 Demonstrates consistent 
implementation of innovation of 
instructional design and delivery that 
results in improved learning.  

1.3 Demonstrates long-term record of 
consistent implementation of innovation 
of instructional design and delivery that 
results in improved learning.  Examples 
of leadership should also be evident in 
this area.  

1.4 Demonstrates engagement in 
curriculum or program planning 
design, revision or evaluation that 
reflects current trends in evidence-
based educational practice or 
accreditation requirements.  

1.4 Demonstrates consistent 
engagement in curriculum or program 
planning design, revision or evaluation 
that reflects current trends in evidence-
based educational practice or 
accreditation requirements.  

1.4 Demonstrates long-term record of 
consistent engagement in curriculum or 
program planning design, revision or 
evaluation that reflects current trends in 
evidence-based educational practice or 
accreditation requirements.  Examples of 
leadership should also be evident in this 
area.  
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ASSISTANT PROFESSOR  ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR  PROFESSOR  

2. Scholarship and Professional Development: 

An assistant professor demonstrates 
successful scholarly productivity and 
professional development in area of 
specialization. Achievement must be 
shown in both Scholarship (2.1-2.3) 
and Professional Development 
criteria (2.4). This may be 
demonstrated by the following 
criteria, although not all areas are 
required:  

An associate professor demonstrates 
established scholarly productivity and 
professional development in area of 
specialization. Achievement must be 
shown in both Scholarship (2.1-2.3) 
and Professional Development criteria 
(2.4). This may be demonstrated by 
the following criteria, although not 
all areas are required:  

A (full) professor demonstrates 
established, consistent record of scholarly 
activity and professional development of 
such quantity and quality that there exists 
a noted reputation as recognized by peers 
at the state, regional and/or national 
level. Achievement must be shown in both 
Scholarship (2.1-2.3) and Professional 
Development criteria (2.4). This may be 
demonstrated by the following criteria, 
although not all areas are required:  

2.1 Development and dissemination 
of knowledge through the 
submission of peer-reviewed 
scholarly efforts, presentation at 
state and regional level conferences, 
and/or submission of internal or 
external funding of research 
initiatives.  

2.1 Development and dissemination of 
knowledge through the publication of 
peer-reviewed scholarly efforts, 
presentation at state, regional, and 
national level conferences, and/or 
receipt of internal or external funding 
of research initiatives.  

2.1 Development and dissemination of 
knowledge through the regular 
publication of peer-reviewed scholarly 
efforts, presentation at state, regional, 
national and international level 
conferences, and/or receipt of multiple 
internal or external funding of research 
initiatives.  

2.2 Development and dissemination 
of creative designs or activities 
through the submission of peer-
reviewed creative efforts for 
publication, presentation of exhibits 
with state and regional recognition, 
and/or submission of internal or 
external funding of creative 
initiatives.  

2.2 Development and dissemination of 
creative designs or activities through 
the publication of peer-reviewed 
creative efforts, presentation of 
exhibits with state, regional, and 
national recognition, and/or receipt of 
internal or external funding of creative 
initiatives.  

2.2 Development and dissemination of 
creative designs or activities through the 
regular publication of peer-reviewed 
creative efforts, presentation of exhibits 
with state, regional, national, and 
international recognition, and/or receipt 
of multiple internal or external funding of 
creative initiatives.  

2.3 Review or editing of scholarly 
work through the submission of 
reviews of other work, informal 
mentorship of student research, and 
professional consulting on a state 
and regional level.  

2.3 Review or editing of scholarly 
work through the publication of 
reviews of other work, service as a 
reviewer of professional journals and 
presentations, formal mentorship of 
student research, and professional 
consulting on a state, regional, or 
national level.  

2.3 Review or editing of scholarly work 
through the regular publication of reviews 
of other work, service as an editor or 
reviewer of professional journals and 
presentations, formal mentorship of 
student research leading to dissemination, 
and professional consulting on a state, 
regional, national, or international level.  

 2.4 Acquisition of professional 
credentials or training; and/or 
recognition at the state or regional 
level.  

2.4 Acquisition and maintenance of 
professional credentials or training; 
and/or recognition at the state, 
regional, or national level.  

2.4 Ongoing acquisition and maintenance 
of professional credentials or training; 
and/or recognition at the state, regional, 
national or international level.  

 
Note: Completion of a terminal degree is a requirement for promotion. When used as evidence 
for either tenure or promotion, attainment of the terminal degree may only be used as evidence of 
Professional Development (not Scholarship).
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ASSISTANT PROFESSOR  ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR  PROFESSOR  

3. Service: 

An assistant professor demonstrates 
a record of service that positively 
reflects on the department, college, 
institution, and/or USG. This may 
be demonstrated by the following 
criteria, although not all areas are 
required:  

An associate professor demonstrates 
established a record of service that 
positively reflects on the department, 
college, institution, and/or USG. This 
may be demonstrated by the following 
criteria, although not all areas are 
required:  

A (full) professor demonstrates an 
established, consistent record of service 
of such quantity and quality that there 
exists a noted reputation for service as 
recognized by peers at the community or 
state level. This may be demonstrated by 
the following criteria, although not all 
areas are required:  

3.1. Demonstrates involvement in 
committees, task forces, or 
initiatives at the department, college 
or institution level; effective 
academic advising; volunteering 
with special campus events; 
mentoring student organizations; 
and/or submission of internal or 
external funding of non-research 
initiatives (i.e., academic 
programming).  

3.1. Demonstrates involvement in  
committees, task forces, or initiatives 
at the department, college or institution 
level and/or leadership at the 
department and college level; effective 
academic advising and work as 
representative at orientation and 
recruitment events; mentorship of 
faculty peers within department; 
regular volunteering with special 
campus events; and/or receipt of 
internal or external funding of non-
research initiatives (i.e., academic 
programming).  

3.1. Demonstrates involvement in  
committees, task forces, or initiatives at 
the department, college, institution or 
system level and/or leadership at the 
department, college or institution level; 
mentorship on advising to junior faculty; 
mentorship of faculty peers outside of 
department; coordinating special campus 
events; and/or receipt of multiple internal 
or external funding of non-research 
initiatives (i.e., academic programming).  

3.2. Demonstrates commitment to 
their profession through active 
participation in organization 
activities and initiatives at the 
community, state or regional level.  

3.2 Demonstrates a strong 
commitment to their profession 
through active participation in 
organization activities and initiatives at 
the state, regional and national level 
and/or leadership in organization 
activities and initiatives at the state or 
regional level, and/or work as an 
accreditation reviewer.  

3.2 Demonstrates strong consistent 
commitment to their profession through 
active participation in organization 
activities and initiatives at the state, 
regional, national, or international level 
and/or leadership in organization 
activities and initiatives at the state, 
regional, or national level, mentoring 
professional peers, and/or work as a lead 
accreditation reviewer.  

3.3 Demonstrates the ability to 
provide service to the community, 
district, or state.  

3.3 Demonstrates the ability to provide 
leadership in service work to the 
community, district, or state.  

3.3 Demonstrates recognition for 
sustained leadership in service work to 
the community, district, or state.  
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SECTION II 
 

General Information on the Tenure and Promotion Processes 
The process through which personnel advice is submitted to duly appointed academic authorities 
and ultimately to the University President is grounded in the belief that faculty members 
comprising the University’s academic departments1 are best qualified to determine their own 
composition and to evaluate the evidence for tenure and/or promotion of the individuals within 
the unit. Therefore, Department Tenure & Promotion Committees conduct faculty evaluations 
and make recommendations to the chair of the unit. Then, the chair of the unit makes a 
recommendation as well. Both of these recommendations are sent to the College Tenure & 
Promotion Committee. The College Tenure & Promotion Committee then makes a 
recommendation and sends this to the Dean, whose recommendation is submitted for University-
level review by the Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs and the President. These 
personnel reviews for promotion and tenure prepared at the department/unit, then college level, 
are subject to review by all appropriately designated higher levels of institutional administration, 
to afford due process, including recourse, when disputes between applying faculty and 
committees or institutional administrators arise.  
 
Guiding Principles 
Personnel review for purposes of recommending promotion, pre-tenure, post-tenure, or award of 
tenure are conducted according to rigorous, documented standards/criteria which are fairly and 
consistently applied by each advisory body and each decision-making authority at every level of 
the evaluation process. At each level, reviews are conducted in an atmosphere of fairness and 
professional integrity. To that end, the following guiding principles are in effect across all units 
of evaluation for the purposes of promotion and tenure decisions:  

 
Supporting materials – the quantity of supporting materials provided in Binder 2 is 
limited to a single 3-ring binder of reasonable size (approximately 4 inches).  Materials 
provided should focus on exemplars from areas under review, not an exhaustive inclusion 
of every example of all possible items.  If necessary, exceptions can be made with 
sufficient justification for materials not easily presented in a binder. 
 
Confidentiality - all deliberations, records, and recommendations of Department 
Chairpersons and departmental entities formed for the purposes of evaluating, reviewing, 
and recommending personnel actions are strictly confidential. Disclosure of such 
information is permissible only for use by appropriate authorities.  
 
Voluntary Recusal from Deliberations - faculty members related to a party being 
evaluated in any personnel matter must recuse themselves from all evaluation procedures. 
Any faculty member of a Tenure & Promotion committee at the unit or college level who 
believes their involvement in a personnel decision would be a conflict of interest, is 
advised to voluntarily recuse themselves from participation in the review process. Those 
who have voluntarily recused themselves from the review may not review documents and 
shall not vote or offer advice, either directly or indirectly, to other committee members.   
 
Procedural Rules – all COHS advisory bodies making personnel recommendations are 

                                                 
1 For ease of reading, the name “Department” is used throughout this document, although it equally applies to other 
academic units. Similarly, Unit Director should be substituted in place of the term “Chair” for music therapy, which 
is not a department. 
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encouraged to adopt procedural rules to guide their deliberations, using the following 
definitions:  
• proxy – authority, conferred in writing by a qualified voter to another qualified voter, 

empowering the latter to vote on behalf of the former. Use of proxy votes is highly 
discouraged in deliberations involving personnel recommendations.  

• absentee vote – a vote cast in absentia in writing by a qualified voter and delivered in 
a sealed envelope to the chair of the deliberating committee. Use of absentee votes is 
highly discouraged in deliberations involving personnel recommendations. 

• quorum – a majority of eligible voters within unit or college committee that is duly 
authorized to conduct personnel evaluations or reviews and tender personnel 
recommendations to a higher administrative authority. A quorum is required of all 
committees whose purview involves personnel evaluations and recommendation 
   

• A faculty member may only serve at one level (department or college) 
• Once a portfolio is submitted by faculty for review, it should remain intact, except for 

the addition of new publications or information (since the portfolio was submitted) 
etc… 

 
Committees Involved in Personnel Evaluations in the College of Health Sciences(COHS) 
Two standing committees are used for Personnel Evaluations within the COHS. The composition 
and criteria for eligibility for service on each committee are described below.  
 
Department Tenure & Promotion Committee  
This advisory group consists of full-time tenured faculty assigned to a department or unit within 
the COHS (School of Nursing, School of Health and Human Performance, Department of Music 
Therapy). Only faculty members who have achieved tenure may evaluate a faculty colleague 
seeking an award of tenure. Likewise, promotions may be considered only by faculty who are 
tenured and hold a rank equal to or higher than the rank being considered. This committee should 
consist of all faculty who are tenured and/or hold rank equal to or higher than the rank being 
considered. The committee should never have fewer than three (3) members. The faculty 
member who serves on the College Tenure & Promotion Committee is recused from the 
department level review.  
 
The respective Department Chairperson or unit director is ineligible to serve on this committee 
and is ineligible to nominate or vote during the election process for selection of members of this 
committee but does convene the committee for pre-tenure assessments, tenure deliberations, 
post-tenure assessments, and promotion recommendations. The committee itself selects a 
committee chair. If a Department Tenure & Promotion Committee does not have enough faculty 
members to meet these requirements, the College Dean shall seek the advice of the Academic 
Chairs Council in appointing a sufficient number of tenured, appropriately ranked members to 
constitute a minimum three-person committee to consider the faculty application.  
 
College Tenure & Promotion Committee 
The College Tenure & Promotion Committee shall consist of  
Five  (5) faculty members, two (2) from the School of Nursing,  two (2) from the School of 
Health and Human Performance   and one(1) from the Department of Music Therapy. Each 
program area will elect  the specified number of tenured faculty member with the rank of 
Associate Professor or higher from the unit to serve on the committee. No persons may 
participate on this committee in any year they are being considered for promotion or tenure. 
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Additionally, Department Chairs, Division Directors, or Deans are ineligible for service on the 
committee. Each program will forward a list of eligible faculty and the Dean’s office will 
conduct the election electronically immediately before the first CoHS meeting of the Fall 
semester. If a qualified committee member is not available from within the unit, a unit election 
will be held to select a qualified faculty member from another unit within COHS to represent the 
unit on the committee. In the event of extenuating circumstances that preclude the ability of the 
committee to conduct an election within the required time frame of the review of applicants for 
tenure and promotion, replacements on this committee will be assigned by the Dean with input 
from unit heads. 
 
Academic Tenure at Georgia College & State University 
“Academic tenure” is defined as the qualified expectation of the continuation of annual 
employment that may be awarded to a full-time tenure-track faculty member after completion of 
a probationary period at GCSU. There is no guarantee that tenure will be awarded at the end of 
the probationary period; neither is tenure a guarantee of lifetime employment. Rather, tenure 
means that one who has been awarded tenure may not be discharged except upon certain grounds 
and in accordance with procedures specified by the USG Board of Regents policy. Award of 
tenure requires excellence in performance and the promise of continued excellence in teaching, 
scholarship, and service. It is the responsibility of the faculty member applying for tenure to 
demonstrate that the criteria for tenure have been met. Faculty applying for tenure are 
encouraged to pursue peer and supervisory input and guidance.  
 
Academic tenure is a privilege awarded after a thorough review that culminates in the University 
acknowledging the faculty member's excellence and the likelihood that such excellence will 
contribute substantially over a considerable period of time to the mission and anticipated needs 
of the department/academic unit, College of Health Sciences, and the University. Excellence is 
reflected in the faculty member’s teaching, scholarship, and service, including the individual’s 
ability to interact with collegiality with faculty and appropriateness with students.  
 
A recommendation for the privilege of tenure is typically made during the eligible faculty 
member’s sixth (6th) year of full-time employment with the University. The individual who 
wishes to be considered for tenure in the fifth (5th) year and who has strong evidence to support 
such consideration (strong pre-tenure review, feedback from tenured faculty, and/or department 
chair recommendations) is allowed to apply. This would be an atypical application and should 
be supported by extremely strong evidence. If tenure is not granted during the sixth (6th) full-
time year, the faculty will be given a terminal contract for the seventh (7th) year of full-time 
employment. 
 
If recommended tenure is approved at all requisite levels, the award of tenure takes effect at the 
beginning of the next contract year following the review and recommendation approval. Credit 
for the prior accomplishment of service applied toward the tenure probationary period must be 
specified and approved formally in writing at the individual faculty member’s time of initial hire 
at GCSU. [Note: In cases where a faculty member is employed in the January term (Spring 
semester), years toward tenure begin in the next full academic year; exceptions to that policy are 
made at the level of the Department Chair/Dean.] 
 
At Georgia College & State University, an award of academic tenure is associated with three 
review procedures across years of service as defined below. In advance of seeking tenure, the 
faculty member undergoes a pre-tenure review conducted by a committee of faculty peers to 
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offer guidance, noting progress toward the goal of tenure and recommending strategies to 
increase the probability of success. Upon notification, the faculty member will develop a 
portfolio in application for tenure. Subsequently, the tenured faculty member on a five-year 
cycle undergoes a peer review of performance directed toward further career development, 
known as post-tenure review.  
 
Pre-Tenure Review 
Pre-tenure evaluation, sometimes referred to as 3rd year review, provides for a thorough peer 
review of the tenure-eligible candidate’s criterion-based performance with the sole purpose of 
delineating for the individual progress made thus far toward tenure (and promotion). Pre-tenure 
review occurs during the third year of appointment in a tenure-track position. Faculty members 
hired with prior credit for service are evaluated at the mid-point of their probationary period. 
Administrators subject to senior administrative review are exempt from the pre-tenure process. 
Pre-tenure evaluation does not replace annual performance evaluation. Obtaining a favorable 
pre-tenure review does not bind GCSU to recommend the non-tenured individual for tenure or 
promotion when the requisite years have been achieved. The results of pre-tenure review will 
have no bearing on subsequent tenure and promotion decisions. However, an unsatisfactory pre-
tenure review may justify non-renewal of employment contracts at the discretion of the 
University President upon recommendation of the Vice President for Academic Affairs, the 
COHS Dean, and the Department Chairperson. (See Rating Form 1 at 
http://info.gcsu.edu/intranet/acad_affairs/forms/pre.doc )  
 
Timing – In the fall semester of the tenure-eligible faculty’s third year of service or at the mid-
point of the probationary period for those with prior credit, the Office of Academic Affairs 
notifies the individual and the line of authority supervisor (Department Chairperson) that pre-
tenure documents should be submitted according to the timeline provided.  

 
Portfolio contents – The following materials are submitted for the pre-tenure review; no 
additional materials are accepted:  

• Summary in narrative form of major accomplishments achieved during the 
interval under review related to the Critical Components of teaching, scholarship 
and professional development, and service to the unit, college, university, the 
community, and the profession.  

• Evidence to support the summary narrative  
• Copies of the Individual Faculty Reports and the Department Chairperson’s 

evaluations for the interval under review  
• Results of student and peer evaluations for the interval under review  
• Current curriculum vita  

 
Conduct of Pre-tenure Review – A pre-tenure committee within the individual’s home 
department or unit is appointed by the Department Chairperson to consist of at least three 
(3) tenured individuals from the home department if possible, or from discipline-related 
departments if necessary. The members of this committee may or may not serve as 
members of the Department Tenure & Promotion committee. The committee is given the 
responsibility of conducting a circumspect evaluation and providing a written report to 
both the individual faculty and the immediate supervisor, using the Rating Form 1 for Pre-
tenure Review. Confidentiality of the results is essential. Because the results serve only for 
career development, they are not included in the faculty member’s personnel file. The 
committee will provide Pre-Tenure Form 2 for the file, noting that the review was 

http://info.gcsu.edu/intranet/acad_affairs/forms/
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conducted, and that results were shared with the faculty member and supervisor. (These 
forms are both located at: http://info.gcsu.edu/intranet/acad_affairs/forms/pre.doc.)  
 
Potential Results of Review – Three results of the evaluation of faculty’s performance are 
possible: satisfactory, needs improvement, and unsatisfactory, based on written criteria. 
“Needs improvement” and “Unsatisfactory” are to be applied judiciously and be 
associated with sound rationale.  
 
Discussion of Results – The chair of the pre-tenure committee and the faculty member’s 
immediate supervisor hold a candid discussion of the report with the tenure-eligible 
colleague. All copies of results are transferred to the faculty member, who signs Pre-
tenure Form 2 with the committee chair and immediate supervisor for the file. 
Recommendations concerning potential faculty development activities that might improve 
or maintain performance are discussed during this meeting, whether the review is 
favorable or unfavorable.  

 
Tenure Review 
Tenure resides at the institutional level. Institutional responsibility for employment of a tenured 
faculty member is the extent of continued employment on a 100% workload basis (the ten-month 
academic year) until retirement, dismissal for cause, or release because of financial exigency. 
Assistant professors, associate professors, and professors who are employed full-time are tenure-
eligible.  Someone with temporary employment status is not eligible for tenure consideration.  
 
Tenure may be recommended upon completion of a probationary period of at least five complete 
academic terms of full-time service at the rank of assistant professor or higher. A maximum of 
three years credit toward the minimum probationary period may be allowed for service at other 
institutions or for full-time service at GCSU at the rank of instructor. Credit for prior service 
shall be defined in writing by the President and approved by the Chancellor at the time of initial 
appointment at the rank of assistant processor or higher. The maximum time that may be served 
at the rank of assistant professor or higher without the award of tenure shall be seven years, 
provided, however, that a terminal contract for an eighth year may be offered if an institutional 
recommendation for tenure is not approved. The maximum time that may be served in any 
combination of full-time instructional appointments (lecturer, instructor, or professorial ranks) 
without the award of tenure is 10 years, provided that a terminal contract for an 11th year is 
offered if an institutional recommendation for tenure is not approved.  
 
Tenure or probationary credit toward tenure is lost upon resignation from GCSU, written 
resignation from a tenured position in order to take a non-tenured position, or written resignation 
from a position with probationary credit toward tenure is given to take a position in which no 
probationary credit is given.  
 
Tenured faculty members or non-tenured faculty before the end of the contract term may be 
dismissed for any of the following reasons, provided due process requirements have been met by 
the institution:  

• conviction or admission of guilt of a felony or of a crime involving moral turpitude 
during the period of employment or prior to employment if the conviction or admission 
of guilt was willfully concealed;  

• professional incompetence, neglect of duty, or default of academic integrity in teaching, 
research, or scholarship;  

http://info.gcsu.edu/intranet/acad_affairs/forms/
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• sale or distribution of illegal drugs, teaching under the influence of alcohol or illegal 
drugs; any use of alcohol or illegal drugs which interferes with the faculty member’s 
performance of duty or responsibilities to GCSU or the profession;  

• physical or mental incompetency as determined by law or by a medical board of three or 
more licensed physicians and reviewed by a committee of the faculty;  

• false swearing with regard to official documents filed with the institution;  
• disruption of any teaching, research, administrative, disciplinary, public service or other 

authorized activity;  
• such other grounds as specified in the GCSU statutes. 

(http://www.usg.edu/academics/handbook/section4/4.04/4.04.01.phtml)  
 
Process for Tenure Review 

1. The Office of the Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs shall make available a 
list of eligible faculty to the “line of authority” supervisors when faculty are tenure-
eligible and the dates when recommendation is due to the appropriate GCSU officials.  

2. The tenure-eligible faculty member submits a written tenure portfolio supporting the 
candidacy for tenure to the Department Chairperson. [A separate portfolio is required if 
the individual is concurrently seeking promotion]. The Standard Format for Application 
for Tenure (http://info.gcsu.edu/intranet/acad_affairs/forms/tenureformat.doc), which is 
available from the Office of Academic Affairs and should be used for this purpose, 
provides guidelines for portfolio content as well as instructions for presentation of tenure 
materials.  

3. After a review of the portfolio supporting candidacy, peer faculty in the individual’s own 
department, convened as the Department Tenure & Promotion Committee, formally 
recommend for or against tenure in writing and accompanied by the faculty member’s 
supporting documents, to the Department Chairperson. A written copy of the 
recommendation is provided to the faculty member being considered for tenure. If the 
recommendation is made against tenure, the faculty member has ten (10) calendar days 
from receipt of such notice to submit to the Department Chairperson a written statement 
in support of tenure candidacy.  

4. The Department Chairperson shall provide a written formal recommendation for or 
against tenure, accompanied by the faculty member’s tenure portfolio, to the COHS 
Dean. A copy of this recommendation also shall be submitted to the faculty member 
seeking tenure. If the Department Chairperson recommends against tenure, the faculty 
member has ten (10) calendar days from receipt of the notice, to submit to the COHS 
Dean a written statement in support of candidacy for tenure.  

5. The COHS Dean provides the faculty members’ tenure portfolio to the COHS Tenure & 
Promotion Committee for review, consideration, and recommendation. The committee’s 
written recommendation with supporting documentation used in making the 
recommendation, is then submitted to the COHS Dean. If the College Tenure & 
Promotion Committee recommends against tenure, the faculty has ten (10) calendar days 
from receipt of notice, to submit to the Dean  a written statement in support of tenure 
candidacy.  

6. The COHS Dean provides a formal written recommendation for or against tenure , with 
the supporting tenure portfolio, to the Vice President for Academic Affairs; a copy of the 
recommendation also is sent to the faculty member being considered for tenure. If the 
Dean recommends against tenure, the faculty has ten (10) calendar days from receipt of 
notice, to submit to the Vice President for Academic Affairs a written statement in 
support of tenure candidacy.  

http://www.usg.edu/academics/handbook/section4/4.04/4.04.01.phtml
http://info.gcsu.edu/intranet/acad_affairs/forms/tenureformat.doc
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7. The Vice President for Academic Affairs provides a formal written recommendation for 
or against tenure and supporting documentation in support of the faculty member’s 
candidacy for tenure to the President of GCSU. The Vice President for Academic Affairs’ 
recommendation to the President also is provided to the faculty member seeking tenure. 
If the recommendation is against an award of tenure, the faculty member has ten (10) 
calendar days from receipt of notice, to submit to the President a written statement in 
support of tenure candidacy.  

8. After a review of documentation supporting the faculty member’s candidacy for tenure, 
recommendations, consultation with supervisors and/or other appropriate faculty, the 
President of GCSU may recommend tenure to the Board of Regents. The President’s 
decision shall be provided to the faculty member. If the President does not recommend 
tenure, the faculty member has a right to appeal in accordance with Board policies.  

 
Post-tenure Review 
The post-tenure review has as its purpose an opportunity to examine, recognize, and enhance the 
performance of tenured faculty, focusing upon career development by identification of 
opportunities for faculty to reach their full potential in service to the institution. All tenured 
faculty members are subject to review on a five-year cycle. Exempt are administrators who are 
subject to senior administrative review. The post-tenure review does not replace annual 
evaluation.  
 

Portfolio contents – The following materials are submitted for the post-tenure review; no 
additional materials are accepted:  

• Summary in narrative form of major accomplishments achieved during the 
interval under review related to the Critical Components of teaching, scholarship 
and professional development, and service to the unit, college, university, the 
community, and the profession.  

• Evidence to support the summary narrative  
• Copies of the Individual Faculty Reports and the Department Chairperson’s 

evaluations for the interval under review  
• Results of student and peer evaluations for the interval under review  
• Current curriculum vita  

 
Conduct of Post-tenure Review – The Department Chairperson will appoint a post-tenure 
review committee of tenured faculty from the individual’s department and/or related 
departments at GCSU. The members of this committee may or may not serve as members 
of the Department Tenure & Promotion committee. The faculty member under review 
may select two members and the Department Chairperson selects the third. One 
preemptive challenge to the supervisor’s selection is allowed. A circumspect evaluation is 
conducted. The category “unsatisfactory” is used judiciously and reserved for 
circumstances in which the colleague’s performance is sufficiently severe to constitute 
grounds for revocation of tenure and cause for dismissal. The Department Chairperson 
may provide the committee with a description of special conditions within the unit that 
deserve consideration when evaluating the performance during the previous five years. 
 
Potential Results of Review – Satisfactory performance for the previous five years may be 
identified and is documented by the committee using Form 1 A 
(http://info.gcsu.edu/intranet/acad_affairs/forms/post.doc ) for Post-tenure Review. If 
unsatisfactory performance is evident, the committee will provide an informed and 

http://info.gcsu.edu/intranet/acad_affairs/forms/post.doc
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candid written response using Form 1 B. In the event of unsatisfactory results, the 
immediate supervisor and faculty member develop a plan for enhancing the quality of 
performance, including a timeline and monitoring strategies. Both parties sign the plan, 
which is stored within the personnel file in the immediate supervisor’s office. Further 
information is available about instances of unsatisfactory results in Section XII – 
http://info.gcsu.edu/intranet/handbooks/academic_affairs/aahandbook/307036.html. The 
committee may provide commendation for noteworthy achievement by the faculty 
member during the previous five years and to recognize special meritorious achievement. 
Declaring noteworthy performance is limited to those few individuals who greatly exceed 
normal expectations in performance. Details are available in Section XI – 
http://info.gcsu.edu/intranet/handbooks/academic_affairs/aahandbook/307036.html  
 
Discussion of Results –Confidentiality in the post-tenure review process is imperative; 
copies of the evaluation are shared only with the individual faculty member and the 
immediate supervisor.  
 

Academic Promotion at Georgia College & State University  
Academic Promotion is defined as advancement in rank or position based on meeting requisite 
criteria for the respective advancement. Recognized faculty ranks at GCSU are Instructor, 
Lecturer and Senior Lecturer, Assistant Professor, Associate Professor, and Professor. Promotion 
to a specific professorial rank is dependent on length of service at GCSU. Promotion from 
instructor to assistant professor rank requires 3 years in instructor rank; promotion to associate 
professor requires 4 years in assistant professor rank and promotion to professor rank requires 5 
years of service at the rank of associate professor. While both the terminal degree and longevity 
of service are required for promotion, neither guarantees promotion, per se. Instead, noteworthy 
achievement in Superior Teaching and at least one other area – Scholarship and Professional 
Development or Service, according to Section I above – is required. Achievement in all three 
areas is expected. 
 
Guidelines for Award of Promotion 
Criteria for promotion to all professorial ranks require, ,include superior teaching, 
scholarship,professional development, and service. Noteworthy achievement is expected in 
teaching and one additional area. At GCSU, because of classification as a state university, “a 
doctoral degree or equivalent in training, ability, and/or experience “is required for promotion to 
associate or full professor” (http://www.usg.edu/academics/handbook/section4/4.03.01.phtml). A 
documented record detailing justification for showing evidence of “equivalent” is available 
online (http://info.gcsu.edu/intranet/handbooks/academic_affairs/aahandbook/3080524.html). 
 
The faculty member’s length of service is considered in determining whether or not an individual 
should be promoted. Faculty should be eligible for promotion consideration as follows:  

• From Instructor to Assistant Professor during the 3rd year of service.  
• From Assistant Professor to Associate Professor during their 5th year of service as an 

Assistant Professor.  
• From Associate Professor to Professor during their 5th year of service as an Associate 

Professor.  
 
Promotion to professorial rank is accompanied by a salary supplement over and beyond merit 
raises received by faculty. 
(http://info.gcsu.edu/intranet/handbooks/academic_affairs/aahandbook/20502.html)  

http://info.gcsu.edu/intranet/handbooks/academic_affairs/aahandbook/307036.html
http://info.gcsu.edu/intranet/handbooks/academic_affairs/aahandbook/307036.html
http://www.usg.edu/academics/handbook/section4/4.03.01.phtml
http://info.gcsu.edu/intranet/handbooks/academic_affairs/aahandbook/3080524.html
http://info.gcsu.edu/intranet/handbooks/academic_affairs/aahandbook/20502.html
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Procedures for Promotion at GCSU 

1. The Office of the Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs shall make available a 
list of eligible faculty to the “line of authority” supervisors when faculty are eligible for 
promotion and shall specify the dates when the recommendation is due to the appropriate 
GCSU officials.  

2. The promotion-eligible faculty member submits a written portfolio supporting the 
candidacy for promotion to the Department Chairperson. [A separate portfolio is required 
if the individual is concurrently seeking tenure]. The Standard Format for Application for 
Promotion, available from the Office of Academic Affairs, is to be used for this purpose 
and provides guidelines for portfolio content as well as instructions for presentation of 
materials supporting promotion. Moreover, the faculty member should be guided by 
Section I of this document which specifies criteria and a matrix related to promotion 
across professorial ranks and Section III, which contains examples and templates.  

3. After a review of the portfolio supporting candidacy, peer faculty in the individual’s own 
department (Department Tenure & Promotion Committee) convened by the respective 
Department Chairperson, formally recommends for or against promotion in writing and 
submit their recommendation, accompanied by the faculty member’s supporting 
documents, to the Department Chairperson. The written recommendations are to include 
the rationale for the recommendation and vote of the committee. Acting on behalf of the 
faculty, the committee chair signs the recommendation. A written copy of the 
recommendation also is provided to the faculty member being considered for promotion. 
If the recommendation is made against promotion, the faculty member has ten (10) 
calendar days from receipt of such notice to submit a written statement to the Department 
Chairperson in support of his/her candidacy for promotion.  

4. In all cases, this committee must base their deliberations on the standards and criteria for 
promotion approved and adopted by the COHS. The committee may consider 
recommendations and evaluations of the applicant's portfolio submitted by external 
sources, using the committee's own specified process for collecting such external 
reviews; however, external reviews are not required.  

5. The Department Chairperson shall next provide an independent written formal 
recommendation for or against promotion, either concurring or disagreeing with the 
Department Tenure & Promotion Committee, accompanied by the faculty member’s 
portfolio, to the COHS Dean. A copy of this recommendation also shall be submitted to 
the faculty member seeking promotion. If the Department Chairperson recommends 
against promotion, the faculty member has ten (10) calendar days from receipt of the 
notice, to submit a written statement to the COHS Dean in support of candidacy for 
promotion.  

6. Further duties of the Department Chairperson include the following: (a) assuring that the 
applicant’s portfolio is delivered by the specified time and copies of the Department 
Tenure & Promotion Committee and Department Chairperson’s recommendations and 
any official transmittal paperwork are retained in departmental personnel files; and (b) 
assuring that copies of the recommendation submitted to the Dean are given to the 
applicant prior to submission to the Dean.  

7. The COHS Dean convenes the College Tenure & Promotion Committee for review, 
consideration, and recommendation of the applicant's portfolio. The committee’s written 
recommendation - with supporting documentation used in making the recommendation - 
is sent to the COHS Dean. If the College Tenure & Promotion Committee recommends 
against promotion, the faculty has ten (10) calendar days from receipt of notice, to submit 
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to the COHS Dean a written statement in support of candidacy. 
8. The COHS Dean next provides a formal written recommendation for or against 

promotion, and submits the recommendation with the supporting portfolio to the Vice 
President for Academic Affairs; a copy of the recommendation also is sent to the faculty 
member being considered for promotion. If the Dean recommends against promotion, the 
faculty has ten (10) calendar days from receipt of notice, to submit to the Vice President 
for Academic Affairs a written statement in support of candidacy. 

9. The Vice President for Academic Affairs next provides a formal written recommendation 
for or against promotion and supporting documentation in support of the faculty 
member’s candidacy to the President of GCSU. A copy of the Vice President for 
Academic Affairs’ recommendation to the President also is provided to the faculty 
member seeking promotion. If the recommendation is against an award of promotion, the 
faculty member has ten (10) calendar days from receipt of notice, to submit to the 
President a written statement in support of candidacy. 

10. After a review of documentation supporting the faculty member’s candidacy for 
promotion, recommendations, consultation with supervisors and/or other appropriate 
faculty, the President of GCSU may approve promotion. The President’s decision shall be 
provided to the faculty member once determined and to the faculty member’s immediate 
supervisor and the COHS Dean. 

11. An unsuccessful promotion application shall have no bearing on subsequent promotion 
decisions, annual performance evaluations, or other personnel decisions.  
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